Two compounds of the 1-{4'-alkoxyphenylamino-3-[5"-{2"-menthylpirydil)]-propen-1-one-3 (PIRn) series that exhibit the hexatic-B (Hex-B) to smectic-A (Sm-A) and the crystal-8 (Cry-B) to Hex-B phase transitions were studied by high resolution ac calorimetry. The Hex-B -Sm-A phase transition was found to be of first order and continuous for PIR7 and PIR9, respectively. The tricritical point was located at the concentration for which Tery~H, "z/THe"z sm z =0.980+0.004, i.e. , a hexatic range of 7 K. At both sides of the tricritical point, nonclassical and non-three-dimensional-XY specific heat exponents a were observed. The Cry-B - Hex The specific heat as a function of temperature for the PIR7 compound is plotted in Fig. 1 . Comparing cooling and heating results, there is a 0.34 K hysteresis in the transition temperature as well as slight diA'erences in the shape of the Hex-B -Sm-A C anomaly that are particularly pronounced on the low temperature branch. At the transition, the phase shift (also shown in Fig. 1 ) exhibits a narrow peak, which is characteristic of a two-phase coexistence region, usually present at first-order transitions [12, 13] . In contrast to the PIR7 results, specific heat and phase shift measurements for PIR9 presented in Fig. 2 show that heating and cooling runs overlap exactly with no hysteresis in the transition temperature or any phase 1063-651X/95/51(4)/3346 (4) To quantitatively characterize the critical behavior of the specific heat, data for PIR7 and PIR9 were fitted according to the simple power law expression [14] C =A itI +B +Dr .
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The ac-calorimetry measurements were carried out at a heating frequency of 110 mHz on 5 mg bulk samples that were placed on a 1 cm diameter, 0.1 mm thick sapphire disk provided with a thermobead temperature sensor and a heater. The imposed temperature oscillations were maintained below 2 mK (peak to peak), while the average temperature was controlled to better than 100 pK.
Lock-in arnplification and computer data averaging for 15 min at every temperature were used to achieve a relative heat capacity precision of 0.1%. The temperature dependence of both the heat capacity and the phase shift between the applied heat and resulting temperature oscillations was simultaneously recorded in consecutive cooling and heating runs over a 20 K range bracketing the transitions. In the ac technique, the phase shift is usually simultaneously determined as it provides empirical information on the order of the phase transition. Further details about this experimental technique are given elsewhere [11] .
The specific heat as a function of temperature for the PIR7 compound is plotted in Fig. 1 . Comparing cooling and heating results, there is a 0.34 K hysteresis in the transition temperature as well as slight diA'erences in the shape of the Hex-B -Sm-A C anomaly that are particularly pronounced on the low temperature branch. At the transition, the phase shift (also shown in Fig. 1 ) exhibits a narrow peak, which is characteristic of a two-phase coexistence region, usually present at first-order transitions [12, 13] . In contrast to the PIR7 results, specific heat and phase shift measurements for PIR9 presented in Fig. 2 show that heating and cooling runs overlap exactly with no hysteresis in the transition temperature or any phase To quantitatively characterize the critical behavior of the specific heat, data for PIR7 and PIR9 were fitted according to the simple power law expression [14] C =A itI +B +Dr .
The first term describes the singular part of the specific heat, whereas B + +Dt is a noncritical background; t =(T -T, )/T, is the reduced temperature. The + subscripts refer to below ( -) and above (+) Tc 
